Anomalies in prefrontal cortex (PFC) function are posited to underpin difficulties in learning to suppress drug-seeking behavior during abstinence. Because group 1 metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) regulate drug-related learning, we assayed the consequences of extended access to intravenous cocaine (6 h/d; 0.25 mg/infusion for 10 d) on the PFC expression of group 1 mGluRs and the relevance of observed changes for cocaine seeking. After protracted withdrawal, cocaine-experienced animals exhibited a time-dependent intensification of cue-induced cocaine-seeking behavior and an impaired extinction of this behavior. These behavioral phenomena were associated with a time-dependent reduction in mGluR1/5 expression within ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) of cocaine-experienced animals exposed to extinction testing but not in untested ones. Interestingly, pharmacological manipulations of vmPFC mGluR1/5 produced no immediate effects on cue-induced cocaine-seeking behavior but produced residual effects on a subsequent test for cocaine seeking. At 3 d withdrawal, cocaine-experienced rats infused intra-vmPFC with mGluR1/5 antagonists, either before or after an initial test for cocaine seeking, persisted in their cocaine seeking akin to cocaine-experienced rats in protracted withdrawal. Conversely, cocaine-experienced rats infused with an mGluR1/5 agonist before the initial test for cocaine-seeking at 30 d withdrawal exhibited a facilitation of extinction learning. These data indicate that cue-elicited deficits in vmPFC group 1 mGluR function mediate resistance to extinction during protracted withdrawal from a history of extensive cocaine self-administration and pose pharmacological stimulation of these receptors as a potential approach to facilitate learned suppression of drug-seeking behavior that may aid drug abstinence.
Introduction
In cocaine addicts, the presentation of cues that have been associated with cocaine consumption induces drug craving and may cause relapse to drug use (Childress et al., 1999 (Childress et al., , 2008 Volkow et al., 1999; Garavan et al., 2000; Goldstein et al., 2009b; O'Brien, 2009 ). The presentation of such cues to cocaine addicts also results in heightened activation of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) (Grant et al., 1996; Childress et al., 1999 Childress et al., , 2008 Volkow et al., 1999; Garavan et al., 2000; Goldstein and Volkow, 2002 ; but see Bonson et al., 2002) , an area important for the inhibition of inappropriate behaviors and for behavioral flexibility as it pertains to the adjustment of a behavior according to its consequences (Rolls et al., 1994; Damasio, 1996; Konishi et al., 1998; Clark et al., 2004) . Finally, the mPFC exhibits hypofunctionality in cocaine addicts (Volkow et al., 1992 (Volkow et al., , 1993 London et al., 2000; Franklin et al., 2002; Matochik et al., 2003; Goldstein et al., 2009a) . These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that excessive cocaine consumption results in neural adaptations within the mPFC that render the addict especially vulnerable to cue-induced relapse.
Preclinical studies provide additional evidence for the importance of the mPFC for cue-induced cocaine seeking. Cue-induced reinstatement of cocaine-seeking behavior, as well as incubation of craving, are paralleled by mPFC activation (Neisewander et al., 2000; Ciccocioppo et al., 2001; Hamlin et al., 2008; Hearing et al., 2008; Zavala et al., 2008; Koya et al., 2009) , and inactivation of this brain area attenuates cue-induced reinstatement (McLaughlin and See, 2003; , as well as the incubation of cocaine craving (Koya et al., 2009 ). More specifically, glutamatergic projections from the mPFC to the nucleus accumbens are hypothesized to be important for cue-induced reinstatement of cocaine-seeking behavior (Kalivas and O'Brien, 2008; Uys and LaLumiere, 2008; Van den Oever et al., 2010), and chronic cocaine self-administration produces alterations in indices of mPFC glutamate function (Robinson et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2004; BenShahar et al., 2009 BenShahar et al., , 2012 . One component of the glutamatergic system that was shown to play a critical role in cocaine reinforcement and addiction are the group 1 metabotropic glutamate receptors (subtypes mGluR1 and mGluR5) (Chiamulera et al., 2001; Kenny and Markou, 2004; Olive, 2010) . Especially relevant to the current project are demonstrations that systemic administration of the mGluR5 antagonists 2-methyl-6-(phenylethynyl)pyridine hydrochloride (MPEP) or 3-((2-methyl-1,3-thiazol-4-yl)ethynyl)pyridine hydrochloride (MTEP) significantly attenuate cue-induced reinstatement (Bäckström and Hyytiä, 2006; Iso et al., 2006; Kumaresan et al., 2009 ) and that systemic administration of mGluR5 agonist CDPPB [3-cyano-N-(1,3-diphenyl-1H-pyrazol-5-yl) benzamide] facilitated the extinction of cocaine seeking (Cleva et al., 2011) . Together, these data suggest that one type of neural adaptation within the mPFC that might develop after excessive cocaine use and be important for cue-induced relapse involves changes in group 1 mGluR function. The present study sought to test this hypothesis by first monitoring changes in the expression group 1 mGluRs within the mPFC after various withdrawal periods and then manipulating such changes to test their functional significance for the incubation of cue-mediated cocaine-seeking behavior (Tran-Nguyen et al., 1998; Grimm et al., 2001 Grimm et al., , 2002 .
Materials and Methods

Procedure
The general procedure for all experiments described here was identical and consisted of the following steps in chronological order: (1) lever responding (food) training; (2) surgery; (3) self-administration of saline [1 h (Sal1h) or 6 h (Sal6h) daily session, depending on the specific experiment] or cocaine [6 h (Coc6h) daily sessions] across 10 daily sessions; and then (4) 3 or 30 d of withdrawal (rats kept in their home cages). After the completion of saline/ cocaine self-administration, the specific procedures varied depending on the particular experiment. For immunoblotting studies, brain tissue was harvested from withdrawn rats at the two different withdrawal time points or animals were subjected to a 2 h cue test, followed by harvesting of brain tissue. For some neuropharmacological studies, animals received intraventromedial PFC (vmPFC) microinjections, followed by a 30 min cue test, and then brains were harvested for histological verification of microinjector placements. For other neuropharmacological studies addressing extinction learning, animals received intra-vmPFC or dorsomedial PFC (dmPFC) microinjections, followed by a 30 min cue test, and then were tested, 24 h later, in a second 30 min cue test in the absence of any additional intracranial manipulation, followed by histological verification of microinjector placement. In the following subsections, these various steps are described in detail. For clarity, this general procedure is outlined in Figure 1 .
Subjects
The subjects were male Sprague Dawley rats weighing 275-325 g at the beginning of each experiment and obtained from Charles River Laboratories. Rats were housed in a colony room controlled for temperature (25°C) and humidity (71%), under a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 8:00 P.M.). Animals were given ad libitum access to food and water, except during operant training for food reinforcement (see below, Lever response training). The animals were allowed to acclimate to the colony room for at least 3 d after arrival. All experimental protocols were consistent with the National Institutes of Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (Publication 80-23, revised 1996) and were reviewed and approved by the University of California, Santa Barbara, Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Lever response training
To promote lever-pressing behavior for subsequent saline and cocaine reinforcement, rats were first trained to lever press on a fixed-ration 1 (FR1) schedule of food reinforcement (45 mg pellets; Noyes) in soundattenuated operant conditioning chambers (30 ϫ 20 ϫ 24 cm high; Med Associates) during either a 16 h overnight training session or daily 1 h training sessions (depending on availability of our chambers) as described previously by our group (Kerstetter et al., 2008; Ben-Shahar et al., 2009) . For this, rats were food deprived for 24 h before the initiation of training and maintained on a restricted diet for the duration of food training. The operant chambers were equipped with two retractable levers, a stimulus light above each lever, a food pellet dispenser outside the operant box and a food trough between the levers, a house light on the wall opposite to the levers, and a speaker connected to a tone generator (ANL-926; Med Associates). During the session, each lever press on the active lever resulted in delivery of one food pellet. Lever presses on the inactive lever had no programmed consequences. Rats that failed to exhibit the criterion of a minimum of 200 responses on the active lever during the overnight session or a minimum of 100 responses on the active lever during two consecutive 1 h sessions received additional lever response training sessions until criterion was met. After successful acquisition of lever-pressing behavior (one or two
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Surgery
After lever response training, animals underwent surgical procedures to implant chronic intravenous catheters and bilateral guide cannulae into the PFC as described previously by our group (Ben-Shahar et al., 2008 . Under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (56.25 and 7.5 mg/kg, respectively; Abbott Laboratories), rats were implanted with a chronic Silastic catheter (13 cm long; 0.3 mm inner diameter, 0.64 mm outer diameter; Dow Corning) into the right jugular vein. Atropine (0.04 mg/kg) was administered intramuscularly to minimize respiratory congestion during anesthesia and banamine (2 mg/kg; a non-opiate analgesic) was injected subcutaneously to treat postsurgical pain. Each catheter ran subcutaneously around the shoulder to back where it was secured to a threaded 22 gauge metal guide cannula (Plastics One), which emerged from the midline of the animal's back perpendicular to the dorsal surface. An obturator covered the open end of the cannula to protect from contamination and the cannula was held in place via a small swatch of Bard Mesh (C. R. Bard) to which it was cemented. The mesh was, in turn, laid flat subcutaneously on the animal's back.
Immediately after the intravenous catheterization and while still under anesthesia, rats in the behavioral studies were transferred to a stereotaxic apparatus and implanted with 30 gauge guide cannulae (Plastics One) above the vmPFC [anteroposterior (AP), ϩ2.5 mm; mediolateral (ML), Ϯ1.0 mm; dorsoventral (DV), Ϫ2.0 mm from bregma] or above the dmPFC (AP, ϩ2.5 mm; ML, Ϯ1.0 mm; DV, Ϫ1.0 mm from bregma), according to the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (2007) , using procedures similar to those described previously by our group (Ben-Shahar and Ettenberg, 1998; Zayara et al., 2011) . Four small screws and cranioplastic cement secured the guide cannulae to the skull. Stylets (Plastics One) were placed into each cannula to prevent occlusion. All animals were allowed a minimum of 5 d for recovery, and intravenous catheter patency was maintained by flushing with 0.1 ml of sterile heparin plus timentin/saline (60 IU/ml and 100 mg/ml, respectively) solution each day.
Self-administration training
After surgery, rats (n ϭ 10 -15 per group per cohort at the start of each experiment) were trained to intravenously self-administer cocaine (0.25 mg/0.1 ml/infusion; a generous gift from the National Institute on Drug Abuse) during daily 6 h sessions on an FR1 schedule of reinforcement. At the start of each session, the rat's catheter was connected to a motorized pump (located outside of the sound-attenuated chamber) via a liquid swivel as described previously (Ben-Shahar et al., 2008; Kerstetter et al., 2008) . Active lever presses resulted in a 5 s activation of the infusion pump and a 20 s presentation of a stimulus complex, consisting of activation of the white stimulus light above the active lever and the tone generator (78 dB, 2 kHz), during which responses on the active lever had no consequences. Responses on the inactive lever were recorded but had no programmed consequences. Rats were trained to self-administer cocaine for 10 sessions. To prevent overdose, the number of cocaine infusions permitted during the first 2 d of training was capped at 100 (day1) and 120 (day2), and rats failing to meet self-administration criterion (minimum of 50 infusions per 6 h session for the last 3 d of training) were excluded from the study.
For immunoblotting studies, additional groups of rats were trained to intravenously self-administer saline (0.1 ml/infusion) during daily 1 or 6 h sessions (n ϭ 12 per control group per cohort at the start of the experiment). Two saline controls groups were included in the immunoblotting study because, for practical reasons, we wanted to replicate the results of previous studies indicating that extended (6 h) access to intravenous saline does not produce behavioral or protein changes distinct from those observed in animals with short (1 h) access to intravenous saline (Ben-Shahar et al., 2004) . Our behavioral and immunoblotting results confirmed that there were no differences between the two saline controls (see Results), and thus, only 1 h saline controls were included in the behavioral neuropharmacological studies. All self-administration training and testing occurred during the dark phase of the circadian cycle. After completion of the 10 d of self-administration training, animals remained in their home cages in the colony room for either 3 or 30 d withdrawal. At these time points, PFC subregions were harvested from a subset of animals, whereas another subset of animals were tested for cue-elicited cocaine seeking over a 2 h period, followed by harvesting of PFC subregions.
Tests for cue-elicited cocaine seeking
With the exception of the one subset of withdrawn rats used for immunoblotting, saline and cocaine self-administering rats were subjected to a test for cue-elicited cocaine seeking under extinction conditions. For the immunoblotting experiments, the cue tests were 2 h in duration to capture potentially relevant changes in receptor protein expression. To statistically evaluate the presence/absence of response incubation during withdrawal and provide a behavioral correlate for our immunoblotting data, the number of lever responses on the 2 h cue tests were analyzed using an intravenous treatment (Sal1h, Sal6h, Coc6h) ϫ withdrawal (3 vs 30 d) ϫ lever (active vs inactive) ANOVA. For the behavioral neuropharmacological experiments, the cue tests were 30 min in duration, as conducted by others (Koya et al., 2009) . The cue test conditions were the same regardless of the duration of testing; testing involved tethering the animals and the lever-press response-contingent presentation of the tone-light cue previously paired with saline/cocaine infusions but no saline/cocaine infusions were delivered.
Immunoblotting studies
Our first immunoblotting study was aimed to investigate the influence of a history of cocaine self-administration experience on the protein expression of mGluR1/5 within PFC subregions at early versus protracted withdrawal. For this study, within each cohort of rats, separate groups of Sal1h, Sal6h, and Coc6h rats underwent a 2 h cue test session under extinction conditions at either 3 or 30 d withdrawal (n ϭ 12 per group at the start of the experiment) to assay for cue-reinforced lever-pressing behavior. Immediately after completion of this cue test, animals were killed by rapid decapitation. The dmPFC (anterior cingulate and dorsal prelimbic cortices) and vmPFC (ventral prelimbic and infralimbic cortices) were dissected out over ice in a manner identical to that described by others (Ghasemzadeh et al., 2009 ). The tissue derived from animals in this study was immunoblotted in two separate ways. First, comparisons were made across the tissue from the three different self-administration groups separately for each time point (i.e., Sal1h, Sal6h, and Coc6h rats killed at 3 d withdrawal were compared in one assay, and a parallel assay compared Sal1h, Sal6h, and Coc6h rats killed at 30 d withdrawal in a separate assay). This "single time point" analysis was done to enable a comparison of protein expression between the Sal1h and Sal6h rats at each time point, as well as to determine whether or not a history of cocaine self-administration influenced protein expression relative to a history of saline self-administration at that particular withdrawal time point. For these assays, the immunoreactivity of the mGluR1 and mGluR5 bands from the Sal6h and Coc6h animals was normalized to the average of that for the Sal1h animals run on the corresponding gel (n ϭ 4 -5 per gel), and the data were expressed as a percentage of that averaged Sal1h signal for each gel. The data for the 3 and 30 d assays were analyzed separately using an univariate ANOVA across the three different self-administration groups to determine the presence/absence of a cocaine effect.
The next analysis examined for proteomic correlates of the increased lever pressing exhibited by both saline and cocaine self-administering animals at 30 d of withdrawal, by comparing tissue from the Sal6h and Coc6h animals killed at both withdrawal time points on the same gel. For this "time course" assay, the immunoreactivity of the mGluR1 and mGluR5 bands were normalized to the average of the Sal6h-3d withdrawal group run on the corresponding gel (n ϭ 3-4 per gel), and the data were expressed as a percentage of that averaged signal for each gel. The data were analyzed using orthogonal comparisons, within each selfadministration group, to determine the presence/absence of timedependent changes in protein expression.
A second, follow-up, study assayed vmPFC and dmPFC tissue from Sal1h and Coc6h rats, killed at 3 versus 30 d withdrawal, in the absence of any cue testing. This study was conducted to determine the extent to which our cocaine-induced changes in mGluR1/5 protein expression reflected alterations in the basal expression pattern of these receptors or some interaction between cocaine experience and the cue-reinforced testing conditions of our animals. The data analysis for this study was identical to that used for the time course study above.
The immunoblotting procedures for detection of total mGluR1 and mGluR5 levels in brain tissue homogenate were identical to those described recently by our group (Cozzoli et al., 2009 (Cozzoli et al., , 2012 Goulding et al., 2011) . In brief, tissue was homogenized in a solution consisting of 0.32 M sucrose, 2 mM EDTA, 1% w/v sodium dodecyl sulfate, 50 M phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 1 g/ml leupeptin, pH 7.2, and 1 mM sodium fluoride, 50 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 20 mM 2-glycerol phosphate, 1 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate, 1 mM orthovanadate, and 2 M microcystin LR were included to inhibit phosphatases. After centrifugation at 10,000 ϫ g for 20 min, the supernatant of the homogenates were quantified for protein content using the Bio-Rad DC protein assay and stored at Ϫ80°C. Protein samples (20 g/lane) were subjected to SDS-PAGE on Tris-acetate gradient gels (3-8%) (Invitrogen). Wet polyvinylidene difluoride (Bio-Rad) membrane transfer was used, and membranes were preblocked with PBS containing 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 and 5% (w/v) nonfat dried milk powder for a minimum of 2 h before overnight incubation with primary antibody. An anti-mGluR5 rabbit polyclonal antibody (1:1000 dilution; Millipore) and an anti-mGluR1a mouse polyclonal antibody (1:500 dilution; Millipore) were used for receptor detection. A rabbit primary anti-calnexin antibody (1:1000 dilution; Stressgen) was used as a control to ensure even protein loading and transfer. Membranes were washed, incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:5000 -1:10,000 dilution; Millipore) or anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:10,000; Jackson ImmunoResearch) for 90 min, and washed again, and immunoreactive bands were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence using either ECL Plus (GE Healthcare) or Pierce SuperSignal West Femto (Thermo Fisher Scientific). NIH Image J was used to quantify immunoreactivity levels.
Behavioral neuropharmacological studies
Intra-vmPFC delivery of group 1 mGluR compounds: acute effects on drug seeking. A series of behavioral neuropharmacological experiments were conducted to determine the functional relevance of reduced vmPFC group 1 mGluR expression (see Figs. 2, 3) for the time-dependent increase in cueseeking behavior during withdrawal (see Fig. 2A ). For these experiments, Sal1h and Coc6h animals were trained to self-administer for 10 d and were then bilaterally infused intra-vmPFC with compounds targeting group 1 mGluRs immediately before cue testing using microinjection procedures similar to those described previously (Ben-Shahar and Ettenberg, 1998; Zayara et al., 2011; Ben-Shahar et al., 2012) . It was hypothesized that, if the reduction in vmPFC group 1 mGluR expression observed at 30 d withdrawal mediated the time-dependent increase in lever pressing, then mimicking this reduction earlier in withdrawal should potentiate cocaine-seeking behavior (i.e., render a 3-d-withdrawn animal more similar to a 30-dwithdrawn animal). Conversely, hyperstimulating these receptors later in withdrawal should attenuate the heightened cocaine-seeking behavior (i.e., render a 30-d-withdrawn animals more similar to a 3-d-withdrawn animal). To test this hypothesis with respect to mGluR5, groups of 3-dwithdrawn saline and cocaine self-administering rats (n ϭ 5-8 for saline animals and n Ͼ 10 for cocaine animals at the outset of experiment/ replicate) were infused at 0.5 l/min with the selective mGluR5 antagonists MPEP (3 g/side; Sigma-Aldrich) or MTEP (3 g/side; Tocris Bioscience). A parallel study assayed the effects of the selective mGluR1 antagonist JNJ 16259685 [(3,4-dihydro-2 H-pyrano[2,3-b] quinolin-7-yl)-(cis-4-methoxycyclohexyl)-methanone] (30 ng/side; Tocris Bioscience). To test the converse hypothesis, groups of 30-d-withdrawn saline or cocaine self-administering rats (n Ͼ 8 per group per replicate) were infused with the mGluR1/5 agonist ( S)-3,5-dihydroxyphenylglycine (DHPG) (27.5 ng/side; Tocris Bioscience). The antagonist doses were selected based on published reports indicating an attenuation of drugtaking or drug-seeking behaviors when microinjected into the brain in doses at, or lower than, the doses used in the present studies (Bäckström and Hyytiä, 2007; Cozzoli et al., 2009 Cozzoli et al., , 2012 Gass and Olive, 2009a; Kumaresan et al., 2009; Xie et al., 2010 Xie et al., , 2012 . The dose of DHPG was selected because it elicits a marked rise in locomotor activity and glutamate release when infused into brain ( ( projecting 2 mm below the tip of the guide cannulae) were left in place for 1 min after infusion, and then animals were tested for cue-maintained leverpressing behavior in a 30 min test immediately after the intracranial injection. Control animals received intra-vmPFC infusions of 0.1% DMSO vehicle (VEH) (for JNJ 16259585) or water (for MPEP, MTEP, and DHPG). The data for this reiteration of the antagonist study were analyzed using an intravenous (saline vs cocaine) ϫ intracranial (VEH, MPEP, MTEP, JNJ 16259685) ANOVA. Because only cocaine-experienced animals were assayed in this reiteration of the DHPG study, the data were analyzed using t tests across the intracranial factor. ␣ ϭ 0.05 for all analyses.
Intra-vmPFC infusion of group 1 mGluR compounds: residual effects on drug seeking. We next tested the possibility that the reduction in vmPFC group 1 mGluR expression observed at 30 d withdrawal from cocaine self-administration (see Figs. 2D, 3A) might render an animal more resistant to extinction if tested repeatedly. The following was done to test this hypothesis: (1) animals in the acute MTEP experiment were subjected to a second drug-seeking test (day 4 of withdrawal) in the absence of any additional intracranial manipulations; (2) the JNJ 16259585 study was replicated in a separate group of animals, which were tested again for effects of vmPFC mGluR1 blockade on day 3 of withdrawal, followed by a second cue test in the absence of any additional pretreatment on day 4 of withdrawal; and (3) the DHPG was replicated in a separate group of animals, which were tested again for effects of vmPFC group 1 mGluR stimulation on day 30 of withdrawal, followed by a second cue test in the absence of any additional pretreatment on day 31 of withdrawal. To determine whether or not the effects of vmPFC group 1 mGluR antagonism on behavior on the second cue test reflected an impairment in operant learning during the first cue-reinforced test session or an impairment in memory consolidation post session, additional cocaine-experienced rats were infused intra-vmPFC with 30 ng/side JNJ 16259585 immediately after the first test session on day 3 of withdrawal and then tested subsequently for cue-induced lever-pressing behavior the next day in the absence of any additional intracranial manipulation. Finally, to confirm that the behavioral effects that we observed resulted from manipulating group 1 mGluR signaling specifically within the ventral region of the medial PFC, additional groups of Coc6h rats were infused intra-dmPFC (injectors projecting 1 mm below the tip of the guide cannulae; see Fig. 6 ) with 30 ng/side JNJ 16259585 or VEH immediately before a test for cue seeking at 3 d withdrawal, followed by a second cue in the absence of any additional pretreatment on day 4 of withdrawal. The data from these neuropharmacological studies were analyzed initially using an intravenous (saline vs cocaine) ϫ intracranial (VEH, MTEP, JNJ 16259685 or VEH, DHPG) ϫ test (test 1 vs test 2) ANOVA (results not reported). In all cases, we observed significant three-way interactions ( p Ͻ 0.05), and thus, the data were deconstructed first along the intravenous factor and analyzed using an intracranial ϫ test ANOVA to determine whether or not intra-PFC manipulations depended on the drug experience of the animal. To statistically confirm the presence/absence of extinction, significant intracranial ϫ test interactions were then deconstructed along the intracranial factor and analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA across the two cue test sessions (␣ ϭ 0.05 for all analyses). A significant reduction in lever responding from test 1 to test 2 indicated the presence of extinction, whereas a lack of statistical differences were interpreted to reflect an extinction impairment.
Histology
After the completion of all behavioral pharmacological experiments, animals were killed for histological verification of microinjector placement within the vmPFC or dmPFC. Only animals exhibiting correct placement within ventral prelimbic or within the infralimbic cortices were included in the statistical analyses of the vmPFC neuropharmacological data. Only animals exhibiting correct placement within the dorsal prelimbic or within the anterior cingulate were included in the statistical analyses of the dmPFC neuropharmacological data. Examples of microinjector tip placements from several of the experiments in this study are included in Figure 6 . For the most part, two to three animals per group were excluded from the statistical analyses of the behavioral data as a result of misplaced microinjection sites or occlusion of the guide cannulae, and the final sample sizes used in the statistical analyses of the data are indicated in the appropriate figure or table legend.
Results
Time-dependent intensification of cueinduced drug seeking occurs after protracted withdrawal only in cocaine self-administering animals An analysis of the behavior exhibited by our three intravenous treatment groups during a 2 h test for cue-reinforced behavior conducted under extinction conditions at 3 versus 30 d withdrawal revealed a significant intravenous treatment (Sal1h, Sal6h, Coc6h) ϫ withdrawal (3 vs 30 d) ϫ lever (active vs inactive) interaction (F (2,58) ϭ 12.09, p Ͻ 0.0001). Animals with a 10 d history of extended-access intravenous cocaine self-administration (Coc6h) exhibited a time-dependent increase (ϳ50%) in the number of active lever presses emitted for the contingent presentation of the tonelight stimulus complex previously paired with cocaine delivery when tested in the absence of additional cocaine delivery ( Fig.  2A) , and there was no concurrent change in the number of inactive lever presses ( In addition, because no differences were observed in self-administration behavior during training, between the Coc6h groups tested (and killed) at the different withdrawal time points, the time-dependent increase in cocaine-seeking behavior could not be explained by group differences in cocaine intake or behavioral responding for drug (Table 1) . As expected, animals with a history of either brief or extended access to intravenous saline (respectively, Sal1h and Sal6h) exhibited significantly lower levels of active lever pressing than cocaine selfadministering animals during both self-administration training (Table 1 ) and cue testing (Fig. 2) . Importantly, in contrast to the cocaine groups, saline groups exhibited a time-dependent increase in responding on both active and inactive levers (for Sal1h: Figure 2 . Protracted withdrawal from self-administered cocaine results in increased reinforced responding concomitant with a reduction in vmPFC group 1 mGluR expression. Summary of the total number of active (A) and inactive (B) lever presses emitted by animals with a 10 d history of extended access (6 h/d) to either cocaine (Coc6h) or saline (Sal6h) and by animals with an equivalent history of limited access (1 h/d) to saline (Sal1h) on a 2 h test in which each active lever press resulted in the presentation of the tone-light stimulus complex previously paired with saline/cocaine infusion but no saline/cocaine delivery. Tests were conducted in separate groups of animals at either 3 or 30 d withdrawal from saline/cocaine self-administration, and sample sizes ranged from 4 9 to 12 per group per withdrawal time point. Immediately after completion of behavioral testing, the dmPFC and vmPFC were dissected out and immunoblotting conducted for mGluR1 and mGluR5. Group differences in vmPFC receptor expression were not observed when assayed at 3 d withdrawal (C), but Coc6h rats exhibited reduced mGluR1/5 when assayed at 30 d withdrawal (D). In contrast, immunoblotting on dmPFC of these same animals revealed elevated receptor levels in Cue-induced cocaine seeking produces subregionally distinct and time-dependent changes in PFC group 1 mGluR expression during withdrawal We next used conventional immunoblotting strategies to relate the time-dependent increase in cue-reinforced responding to the levels of mGluR1 and mGluR5 within PFC subregions. A comparison of vmPFC receptor levels between Sal1h, Sal6h, and Coc6h animals failed to indicate group differences for any protein when animals were killed immediately after the 2 h test session at 3 d withdrawal ( Fig. 2C ; one-way ANOVAs, p values Ͼ0.05); however, vmPFC levels of both receptors were reduced in Coc6h rats, relative to both saline groups, when animals were killed after testing at 30 d withdrawal (Fig. 2D ) (mGluR1, F (2,33) ϭ 13.78, p Ͻ 0.0001; mGluR5, F (2,33) ϭ 5.74, p ϭ 0.008; LSD post hoc tests, p Ͻ 0.05). Because these data suggested a time-dependent decrease in vmPFC mGluR1/5 levels selectively in animals with a history of cocaine selfadministration, as well as no differences between the saline groups (p Ͼ 0.05), we conducted a second round of immunoblotting to directly compare for changes in protein expression after cue testing at 3 versus 30 d in Sal6h and Coc6h animals (Fig. 3) . Orthogonal comparisons between the two withdrawal time points indicated no change in vmPFC mGluR1/5 expression in Sal6h rats (t tests, p Ͼ 0.05), whereas the levels of both receptors were significantly lower within the vmPFC at the 30 versus 3 d time point in Coc6h animals ( Fig. 3A) (mGluR1, t (16) ϭ 2.61, p ϭ 0.02; mGluR5, t (16) ϭ 2.20, p ϭ 0.05). Interestingly, the influence of cocaine experience and withdrawal on vmPFC mGluR1/5 expression appeared to depend on the test history of the subjects because no group differences in vmPFC receptor expression were observed when protein was analyzed in test-naive rats ( Fig. 3B ; t tests, all p values Ͼ0.05). Thus, the opportunity to engage in cue-reinforced behavior after protracted cocaine withdrawal, and not cocaine withdrawal per se, reduced vmPFC group 1 mGluR expression.
In contrast to the vmPFC, dmPFC levels of mGluR1 and mGluR5 were elevated in Coc6h animals relative to both saline self-administration groups at both 3 d (Fig. 2E) (mGluR1, F (2,29) ϭ 3.64, p ϭ 0.04; mGluR5, F (2,29) ϭ 4.23, p ϭ 0.03; LSD post hoc tests) and 30 d (Fig. 2F ) (mGluR1, F (2,32) ϭ 27.98, p Ͻ 0.0001; mGluR5, F (2,32) ϭ 5.83, p ϭ 0.007; LSD post hoc tests) withdrawal. A direct comparison of dmPFC tissue from Sal6h rats across both withdrawal time points (Fig. 3C ) revealed no time-dependent changes in mGluR5, but a significant time-dependent reduction in mGluR1 (t (21) ϭ 2.19, p ϭ 0.04). No time-dependent changes in dmPFC receptor expression were apparent in cocaineexperienced animals (t test, p Ͻ 0.05), despite their obvious increase in mGluR1/5 expression relative to saline-experienced animals. Although there was a trend for test-naive, cocaineexperienced animals to exhibit elevated dmPFC mGluR1 expression at both withdrawal time points, group differences in basal mGluR1 or mGluR5 expression were not statistically reliable ( Fig. 3D ; p values Ͼ0.05).
Intra-vmPFC pharmacological manipulations of group 1 mGluR function do not acutely affect cue-induced seeking behavior during withdrawal
The average number of infusions earned across the last three self-administration sessions were similar in the different intravmPFC treatment groups (Table 2 ; p values Ͼ0.05). Although an intra-vmPFC infusion of the mGluR1a antagonist JNJ 16259685 appeared to increase the number of active lever presses emitted by cocaine rats, the results of the statistical analysis failed to indicate any significant acute effects of our various intra-vmPFC pretreatments on the behavior of either Sal1h (Table 3) or Coc6h (Fig.  4A ) animals when tested for cue-reinforced responding at 3 d withdrawal (intravenous effect, F (1,114) ϭ 128.02, p Ͻ 0.0001; intracranial effect and intracranial ϫ intravenous interaction, p values Ͼ0.15). In addition, we failed to observe any influence of our intra-vmPFC pretreatments on the number of inactive lever presses emitted during this test session (total inactive lever presses in 30 min: VEH, 5.3 Ϯ 1.7; MPEP, 4.8 Ϯ 1.2; MTEP, 8.4 Ϯ 2.8; JNJ 16259685, 3.6 Ϯ 1.0; one-way ANOVA, p ϭ 0.36).
Similarly, the data from a study using only cocaineexperienced animals also failed to indicate any significant effect of an intra-vmPFC infusion of the group 1 mGluR agonist DHPG on lever pressing on a test conducted at 30 d withdrawal (Fig. 4B ) (t test, p Ͼ 0.20).
vmPFC group 1 mGluR blockade impairs extinction learning during short-term withdrawal from cocaine
To determine whether the reduction in vmPFC group 1 mGluR expression observed at 30 d withdrawal in Coc6h animals tested for cue-reinforced behavior relates to impaired extinction learning in these animals, we assayed for residual effects of vmPFC group 1 mGluR blockade either before or after the initial test of cue-reinforced behavior (without additional pharmacological manipulation) 24 h later. As was the case for the initial studies, there were no significant differences regarding the saline/cocaine intake of the animals during the last 3 d of self-administration training between the different intracranial treatment groups before testing (Table 2; all p values Ͼ0.05).
As was observed previously, manipulations of vmPFC group 1 mGluRs failed to influence the behavior of saline-experienced animals on either test, although all saline groups exhibited greater lever-pressing behavior on the second test, in the absence of intracranial microinjection (Table 3 ) (test effect, F (1,27) ϭ 19.8, p Ͻ 0.0001; all other p values Ͼ0.50). A comparison of the behavior of cocaine-experienced rats revealed that the change in behavior No differences were observed between behavior of animals tested at the 3 versus 30 d time point within any of the intravenous treatment groups as revealed by no significant main effect of, or interactions with, the withdrawal factor as determined by three-way ANOVA (for active vs inactive lever presses) or two-way ANOVA (for infusions). Numbers in parentheses indicate the final sample sizes used in the statistical analyses of these data.
across the two cue tests depended on the intracranial treatment of the animals ( Fig. 5A ) (intracranial group ϫ test, F (3,37) ϭ 3.98, p ϭ 0.02). Deconstruction of the significant interaction along the intracranial group factor revealed a test-dependent reduction in responding in rats infused intra-vmPFC with VEH before initial testing for cue-reinforced behavior (F (1,10) ϭ 9.17, p ϭ 0.01), indicating extinction learning. Interestingly, cocaine-experienced rats infused intra-vmPFC with either MTEP or JNJ 16259685 before initial testing failed to show this test-dependent reduction in responding (respectively, p ϭ 0.27 and p ϭ 0.61), indicating impaired extinction learning or memory.
In support of the latter possibility, cocaineexperienced animals infused intra-vmPFC with JNJ 16259685 immediately after the initial test also failed to exhibit a test-dependent reduction in lever-pressing behavior compared with controls (p ϭ 0.45).
We also assayed the acute and residual effects of intra-dmPFC pretreatment with JNJ 16259685 on cue-reinforced responding at 3 d withdrawal. As illustrated in Figure  5B , acute pretreatment with the mGluR1 antagonist into the dmPFC failed to influence cue-reinforced behavior, nor did it alter the test-dependent reduction in behavior observed at 3 d withdrawal (test effect, F (1, 14) ϭ 5.46, p ϭ 0.04; intracranial effect and interaction, p Ͼ 0.90).
vmPFC group 1 mGluR stimulation facilitates extinction learning after protracted withdrawal from cocaine Here again, no differences were observed for the average number of lever presses emitted for infusions of either saline or cocaine during self-administration training between the groups slated to receive intra-vmPFC VEH versus DHPG (Table  2 ) (intravenous effect, F (1,45) ϭ 66.15, p Ͻ 0.0001; no intracranial effect or interaction, p values Ͼ0.20). Similar to the results for the antagonists, intra-vmPFC DHPG pretreatment failed to alter the behavior of saline-experienced animals, and all rats exhibited higher responding on the second test in the absence of any additional intracranial manipulation (Table 3) (test effect, F (1,26) ϭ 9.07, p ϭ 0.006; intracranial effect and interaction, p Ͼ 0.17). Replicating the data from our initial study (Fig. 5B) , we failed to detect a significant acute effect of intra-vmPFC DHPG in cocaine-experienced animals on cuereinforced behavior at 30 d withdrawal. In fact, an analysis of the time course (in 5 min intervals) of lever-pressing behavior during the first cue test indicated that within-session extinction did not differ between VEH-and DHPG-pretreated cocaine-experienced rats (time effect, F (5,70) ϭ 11.67, p Ͻ 0.0001; time ϫ intracranial interaction, p Ͼ 0.05). However, we observed differential effects of intra-vmPFC pretreatment on the change in behavior during subsequent testing (Fig. 5C) (test effect, F (1,21) ϭ 5.55, p ϭ 0.03; intracranial effect, p ϭ 0.62; test ϫ intracranial, F (1,21) ϭ 6.15, p ϭ 002). As illustrated in Figure 5C , VEH-infused cocaine rats exhibited no change in behavior across the two cue tests Figure 3 . Differential effects of testing for cue-reinforced behavior on mGluR1/5 expression within PFC subregions during protracted withdrawal from self-administered cocaine. Immunoblotting for the change in total mGluR1 and mGluR5 protein expression within the vmPFC and dmPFC was conducted on tissue derived from saline-and cocaine-experienced animals tested for cue-reinforced behavior over a 2 h period (Cue Test) or left undisturbed in their home cages (No Cue Test) at 3 or 30 d after a 10 d history of extended access (6 h/d) to either cocaine (Coc6h) or saline (Sal6h). Sample sizes ranged from 9 to 12 per group per withdrawal time point. A, A direct comparison of receptor protein expression within the vmPFC of Sal6h and Coc6h animals across the two withdrawal time points confirmed a time-dependent reduction in mGluR1/5 expression in Coc6h animals that were tested for cue-reinforced behavior before tissue harvest. B, No statistically reliable change in vmPFC receptor expression was apparent in Coc6h rats that were not tested for cue-reinforced behavior before tissue collection. C, In contrast to the vmPFC, immunoblotting on dmPFC of these same animals revealed elevated receptor levels in Coc6h animals tested for cue-reinforced behavior at both 3 and 30 d withdrawal. D, However, as also observed for the vmPFC, the changes in dmPFC mGluR1/5 expression was not apparent in animals left undisturbed before tissue harvest. Sample sizes are indicated in parentheses. *p Ͻ 0.05 versus respective data at 3 d withdrawal.
( p ϭ 0.90), indicating resistance to extinction during protracted withdrawal. In contrast, DHPG-infused cocaine rats exhibited an ϳ30% reduction in lever pressing during subsequent testing, and this was statistically significant (F (1,6) ϭ 8.63, p ϭ 0.03).
Discussion
The present report provides validation of an important role for vmPFC group 1 mGluRs in learning to suppress cocaine-seeking behavior during protracted withdrawal from heavy cocaine intake. Specifically, "incubated" drug-seeking and across-session extinction deficits exhibited by cocaine-experienced rats during protracted withdrawal were associated with reduced vmPFC mGluR1/5 levels, which reflected an interaction between cocaine withdrawal and the opportunity to engage in cue-reinforced behavior under extinction conditions. Interestingly, intra-vmPFC manipulations of mGluR1/5 function had no immediate effects on cue-reinforced behavior under extinction conditions but produced residual effects on subsequent behavioral testing 24 h later. Intra-vmPFC mGluR1/5 blockade, either before or after testing for cue-reinforced behavior, impaired, whereas receptor hyperstimulation before testing facilitated, the manifestation of extinction learning in cocaine-experienced rats during short-and long-term withdrawal, respectively. In contrast, intra-dmPFC mGluR1 blockade failed to influence cue-reinforced behavior. Together, these results support the hypothesis that reduced vmPFC group 1 mGluR function is a time-dependent adaptation that manifests when a heavily cocaine-experienced animal is given the opportunity to engage in drug seeking during withdrawal. This reduction in vmPFC group 1 mGluR function impairs the ability to consolidate memories related to new behavior-outcome contingences in the absence of drug, rendering it more difficult to suppress drug craving and drug-seeking behavior when presented with stimuli predictive of drug availability.
Cue-reinforced behavior and the regulation of PFC group 1 mGluR expression Alterations in PFC mGluR1/5 expression were observed only in cocaine-experienced animals allowed a single (2 h) opportunity to engage in cue-reinforced behavior in the absence of cocaine. As reported previously (Ben-Shahar et al., 2009; Hao et al., 2010; Ghasemzadeh et al., 2011) , we failed to detect changes in PFC group 1 mGluR expression in cocaine-experienced animals left undisturbed in the home cage. Using procedures akin to those used in the present study, Ghasemzadeh et al. (2011) also failed to detect changes in either vmPFC or dmPFC mGluR5 expression in cocaine-experienced animals withdrawn for 10 d in the absence of extinction training. However, they also failed to observe receptor changes within the vmPFC of animals with extensive (10 ϫ 6-h sessions) extinction training but observed reduced mGluR5 levels within the dmPFC in behaviorally extinguished animals (Ghasemzadeh et al., 2011) . Such data indicate that, akin to reports for mPFC AMPA glutamate receptors in heroinexperienced animals ( Van den Oever et al., 2010) , mGluR1/5 expression within both the vmPFC and dmPFC appears to be regulated in a complex manner by interactions between cocaine experience, duration of withdrawal, and the opportunity to engage in cue-reinforced behavior in the absence of cocaine. Furthermore, given the discrepancies in biochemical results between the present study (1 ϫ 2-h extinction session) versus the previous study by Ghasemzadeh et al. (2011) (10 ϫ 6-h extinction sessions), it would appear that the effects of cocaine on mGluR1/5 expression within both the vmPFC and dmPFC depends also on the extent to which animals have undergone extinction training and/or manifest drug-seeking behavior, with vmPFC mGluR1/5 levels inversely related to drug seeking and dmPFC receptor levels positively related to drug seeking. Group 1 mGluRs undergo rapid desensitization involving receptor internalization and then degradation, and this develops tolerance on repeated receptor activation (Aronica et al., 1993; Desai et al., 1995 Desai et al., , 1996 Gereau and Heinemann, 1998) . Thus, an incubation of cue-elicited glutamate release within the vmPFC might contribute not only to downregulated receptor expression observed within this subregion during initial extinction learning (present study) but also the apparent tolerance to this effect on extensive extinction training (Ghasemzadeh et al., 2011) . At the present time, it is difficult to envision how a similar mechanism might be in place to regulate mGluR1/5 expression within dmPFC because receptor levels are increased in animals during initial extinction learning (present study) but decreased in behaviorally extinguished animals (Ghasemzadeh et al., 2011) . It is not known whether or not cue-elicited glutamate release within PFC subregions varies as a function of cocaine experience/withdrawal. Because group 1 mGluRs are perisynaptic in localization, future studies should focus on elucidating the relationship between subregional differences within PFC glutamate receptor expression and extracellular glutamate and how this relationship varies as a function of drug-related learning to begin to understand more precisely the mechanisms through which mGluR1/5 is differentially regulated within PFC subregions by the opportunity to engage in cue-reinforced behavior in the absence of cocaine.
Neuropharmacological manipulations of vmPFC group 1 mGluRs and cue seeking Pharmacological manipulations of group 1 mGluR function produced no obvious acute effects on cue-reinforced responding. Thus, neither vmPFC nor dmPFC group 1 mGluRs play a major role in the cognitive, motivational, or motor capacity required to engage in cue-reinforced behavior or in the processes that underpin the expression of incubated cue-reinforced behavior during protracted withdrawal. To our knowledge, this study is the first to address the role for PFC group 1 mGluRs during initial extinction of cocaine seeking. As such, we used doses of MPEP, MTEP, and JNJ 16259685 that are within the range of those demonstrated to maximally inhibit drug reward and/or reinforcement when infused intracranially in other animal models of drug seeking or drug taking, and the dose of DHPG used was at or above maximal for increasing locomotion and extracellular glutamate levels when infused into the brain (see Materials and Methods). The fact that we observed residual behavioral effects of our intravmPFC pretreatments argues against inadequate antagonist/agonist dosing as an explanation for our negative behavioral data. To date, all of the studies that have examined a potential role for group 1 mGluRs in cue-or context-reinforced behavior have used animals with extensive extinction training, and typically, antagonist infusion into either the nucleus accumbens or hippocampus reduces cocaine seeking during cue/context reexposure (mGluR1: Dravolina et al., 2007; mGluR5: Bäckström et al., 2004; Bespalov et al., 2005; Schroeder et al., 2005; Gass and Olive, 2009b; Kumaresan et al., 2009; Martin-Fardon et al., 2009; Xie et al., 2010; Martin-Fardon and Weiss, 2011; Moussawi et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2012) . Although there is some indication that prelimbic and infralimbic cortical inactivation influences drug-seeking behavior only in animals having undergone extinction training (McFarland and Kalivas, 2001; Capriles et al., 2003; Fuchs et al., 2006; Peters et al., 2008 ; but see Koya et al., 2009), the role of group 1 mGluRs within PFC subregions in drug seeking under extinction conditions remains to be examined. . Intra-vmPFCpretreatmentwithmGluR-targetingcompoundsproducesresidualeffects on cue-reinforced responding in cocaine-experienced animals. A, When tested for cue-reinforced behavior 24 h after an intra-vmPFC infusion of 3.0 g/side MTEP before initial testing for cuereinforcedbehavior(MTEPPreRx)oranintra-vmPFCinfusionof30pg/sideJNJ16259685eitherbefore (JNJPreRx)orimmediatelyafter(JNJPostRx)theinitialtestforcue-reinforcedbehaviorintheabsence of any additional intracranial manipulation, VEH-pretreated rats exhibited reduced responding (extinction), whereas no behavioral extinction was apparent in animals pretreated or posttreated with mGluR antagonists. B, In contrast to the vmPFC, intra-dmPFC pretreatment with 30 pg/side JNJ 16259685 failed to influence behavioral extinction at 3 d withdrawal. C, Interestingly, when assayed at 30 d withdrawal, VEH-pretreated rats exhibited no sign of behavioral extinction when tested for cue-reinforced behavior, whereas extinction was facilitated in cocaine-experienced animals pretreated with 27 ng/side DHPG. Sample sizes are indicated in parentheses. *p Ͻ 0.05 versus test 1. 
Neuropharmacological manipulations of vmPFC group 1 mGluRs and behavioral extinction
More ventral aspects of the PFC are posited to play a critical role in extinction of cocaine-seeking behavior (Schmidt et al., 2005; Peters et al., 2008; Hayton et al., 2010; Van den Oever et al., 2010) , and there is an important glutamatergic component in this regard (Gass and Olive, 2009b; Hayton et al., 2010; Van den Oever et al., 2010; Millan et al., 2011) . Consistent with this idea, dmPFC mGluR1 antagonist infusion failed to influence the manifestation of extinction learning during early withdrawal, whereas pharmacological manipulations of vmPFC mGluR1/5 function exerted extinction-modulating effects on the residual tests of cue-reinforced behavior. Mimicking the cocaine-induced reduction in vmPFC mGluR1/5 expression observed after protracted withdrawal was sufficient to elicit an extinction impairment akin to that exhibited by cocaineexperienced animals during protracted withdrawal. Interestingly, a similar MPEP-induced impairment of extinction of conditioned fear has been reported recently (Fontanez-Nuin et al., 2011) and is consistent with a general role of mGluR1/5 receptors in consolidation of learning (Riedel et al., 2003) . Conversely, "rescuing" vmPFC group 1 mGluR function by high-dose DHPG infusion reversed the extinction deficit and reduced subsequent drug-seeking behavior exhibited by cocaine-experienced rats during protracted withdrawal. Overall, these data are consistent with recent demonstrations that systemic pretreatment with an mGluR5-positive allosteric modulator facilitates behavioral extinction and reduces drug-seeking behavior in cocaineexperienced animals (Cleva et al., 2011) and point to vmPFC group 1 mGluRs as an important neural substrate in mediating these pro-cognitive and anti-addictive effects.
Electrophysiological and immunocytochemical evidence indicates that there is hyperactivation of vmPFC neurons by the behavior-contingent presentation of cocaine-paired cues early during extinction training in animals with a history of cocaine self-administration (Sun and Rebec, 2006; Koya et al., 2009) . Particularly noteworthy are the parallel results for reduced vmPFC mGluR1/5 expression in the present study and elevated vmPFC levels of phospho-extracellular signalregulated kinase (ERK) reported by Koya et al. (2009) for cocaine-withdrawn rats assayed under very similar selfadministration and cue-reinforced testing conditions to those used in the present study. The inverse relationship between vmPFC group 1 mGluR and phospho-ERK levels is intriguing in light of recent findings that group 1 mGluR stimulation, particularly mGluR1, augments inhibitory currents to a greater degree than excitatory currents within PFC (Sun and Neugebauer, 2011). Thus, although reduced mGluR1/5 expression may very well reflect a compensatory response to cue-elicited increases in vmPFC neuronal activity, such a reduction is predicted to disinhibit glutamatergic output from the vmPFC, a finding supported by a recent in vivo microdialysis study of animals responding for cocaine-paired cues without cocaine reinforcement (Suto et al., 2010) . It follows then that the cue-elicited reduction in vmPFC mGluR1/5 expression observed during protracted withdrawal could very well instigate a feedforward mechanism of neuronal hyperexcitability within this structure that might be responsible for maintaining the saliency of drug-associated cues and the capacity of these cues to elicit drug craving even in protracted abstinence (Volkow et al., 1992; Childress et al., 1999; Goldstein and Volkow, 2002) . Thus, the present data pose a time-dependent reduction in vmPFC mGluR1/5 expression as a molecular cordon to addiction recovery that best be overcome by receptor agonist, rather than antagonist, strategies. , and DHPG and of an intra-dmPFC infusion of JNJ 16259685, as examples of placements for the animals included in the statistical analyses of the data in this study. As exemplified by the saline (open circles) and cocaine (filled circles) animals in this figure, only animals exhibiting microinjector placement within the ventral prelimbic cortex, within the infralimbic cortex or at their interface, were included in the statistical analyses of the data for vmPFC studies. As exemplified by the VEH (open circles) and JNJ 16259685 (filled circles) animals in the panel for the dmPFC study, only animals exhibiting microinjector placement within the dorsal prelimbic cortex, the anterior cingulate, or their interface were included in the statistical analyses of the data for the dmPFC study.
